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The Irish American Cultural Institute’s O’Malley Collection of American, Asian and European ceramics at the University of

Limerick is highly varied and extremely wide-ranging in scope. This is indicative of the personality of the collector herself: Helen

Hooker O’Malley’s numerous interests, particularly in all things artistic, came to the fore in her acquisition of the ceramic form.

Ceramic is one of the oldest expressions of human creativity, and its high-fired substance means that much has survived the

millennia. As a result it is a vital aspect of material culture that is both familiar through everyday use and exotic due to its many

different cultural forms throughout the world. 

Perhaps it was this appeal of the ‘other’ and unfamiliar that attracted Helen Hooker O’Malley to acquire one of the most valuable

pieces in the IACI’s ceramics collection at the University of Limerick – a Korean porcelain jar that appears to date to the Choson

(Yi) Dynasty (1392-1910). The Choson Dynasty was founded in 1392 when a Koryo general called Yi Song-gye deposed the Koryo

king. At this time Buddhism was no longer supported by the state; instead, Confucianism became the state-acknowledged

‘religion’. Alongside the dominant role of Confucianism, the increasing influence of China permeated Korean society. Korean

state rituals, philosophy, ethics and social norms all followed patterns that were ultimately Chinese in origin. In 1592 and 1597,

Korea was invaded by the Japanese warlord Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Then under the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), China came to

Korea’s aid. Following such a period of unrest, however, Korea retreated somewhat from the competing political struggle for

dominance in East Asia, and during the 17th and 18th centuries, there was peace in the country. It was sometime during the 17th

or 18th century that this very fine example of Korean porcelain was most likely produced. Its baluster shape is quite typical of

the form of jars at this time, and there is a similar example (albeit with different decoration in iron-brown on its surface) in the

collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London that was acquired in 1912 (registration number: 1912-356).1

Staying with the theme of East Asia, another interesting piece in the Helen Hooker O’Malley collection is a supposed Tang

Dynasty (618-907) equestrian figure. This work has already been well-documented and analysed by Raymond Scott in the

catalogue of the exhibition ‘Orientalism and the Female Gaze’ from 2007.2 In his essay, Scott argues that the equestrian figure

is a ‘composite piece, dating to several different time periods. Certainly this hypothesis does indeed appear to be the case and

is a very common occurrence when it comes to Tang Dynasty grave goods of earthenware, which tend to have re-modelled

repairs dating to later imperial dynasties in Chinese history. The only definitive way to prove authenticity is by using a form of

scientific analysis known as T-L (thermo-luminescence) analysis. T-L analysis dates a tiny sample of clay from the ceramic body

according to the amount of radiation it has absorbed. Certainly, parts of the Hooker O’Malley Tang Dynasty figure are likely to be

authentic and date to sometime between the 7th and early 10th centuries AD. 

1. Ayers, John: Far Eastern Ceramics in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Sotheby Parke Bernet, published in association with the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 1980, colour plate 90. 

2. Orientalism and the Female Gaze: The Irish American Cultural Institute’s Helen Hooker O’Malley Collection at the Bourn Vincent Gallery, University of Limerick, 2007. 

The most remarkable attribute of the piece, however, is what it symbolises by way of the opening up of Chinese trade links at

this time (via the Silk Road) and the influence of Central and Western Asian styles on Chinese fashion. Chinese culture flourished

to such an extent during that period that it is regarded as a golden age. Interestingly, this time period also corresponds with

Ireland’s golden age – our so-called ‘Island of Saints and Scholars’ of the early Christian period. Several examples of Tang

Dynasty equestrian figures exist in Irish public collections, three of the most renowned having been acquired by the National

Museum of Ireland in 1927 as a donation from Sir Cecil Barings (of Baring’s Bank fame), who then owned an estate on Lambay

Island, North County Dublin.3

The eclectic nature of the Helen Hooker O’Malley ceramics collection is exemplified in the varying chronological differences

between the numerous aspects of the works. The 20th century in particular is very well represented, and it is the European

nature of the ceramics here that deserve specific mention. One such high-quality 20th century piece is most probably by the

Austrian-born British studio potter Lucie Rie (1902-1995). Born in Vienna, Rie trained at the Kunstgewerbeschule under Michael

Powolny. ‘Initially using splashed or brushed decoration, she changed c. 1930 to glazes applied to raw clay, achieving a wide

range of textural and colour effects in one firing’.4 In 1938 she fled Nazi-occupied Austria and emigrated to England. Rie’s work

has been described as subdued and rustic under strong East Asian influence (particularly that of Japan). She worked from 1947

to 1958 with another great British studio potter, Hans Coper. Rie ceased working with earthenware after World War II and turned

instead to stoneware and porcelain. One main characteristic of her work (as exemplified in the Helen Hooker O’Malley piece) is

the careful cleaning and turning of the form that would have occurred following actual throwing. Also, Lucie Rie’s decoration of

finely drawn sgraffito bands (from the 1940s) or inlay (1950s)5 are other hallmarks of her outstanding oeuvre. The fact that

Ireland’s national repository of the ceramic art form, i.e. the National Museum, does not contain a work by Lucie Rie underlines

the significance of the example from the O’Malley collection.   

Sweden and Scandinavia are represented by the next piece in the collection, a Stig Lindberg designed-vase produced by the

Gustavsberg pottery. Stig Lindberg (1916-1982) was initially a designer at Gustavsberg (1937-1949) before eventually succeeding

the renowned Wilhelm Kage as artistic director. The vase in the O’Malley collection is characteristic Lindberg in terms of

decoration: white underglaze with blue-green bands and triangulated petal motif. ‘As well as the use of small impressed motifs

and abstract low-relief designs, some later pieces are in the form of bottles with outstretched or uplifted arms and stoppers in

the shape of heads’.6 As with the piece by Lucie Rie, Helen Hooker O’Malley was certainly attracted to the sophistication and

innovative design of the studio ceramic movement, which exploded onto the art scene during the inter-war years, specifically

from the 1940s onwards, culminating in its more avant-garde expressions from the 1960s, particularly in North America.

3. National Museum of Ireland registration numbers: DC:1958.3, DC:1958.6, DC:1995.1364

4. Cameron, Elisabeth: Encyclopaedia of Pottery and Porcelain: The Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. Faber and Faber Limited, 1986, p. 278. 

5. Ibid, p. 279. 

6. Ibid, p. 201. 
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Another important Scandinavian component of studio ceramics was the Swedish ceramic designer Gunnar Nylund (1904-1997),

who is perhaps best known as artistic director of Rorstrand from the 1930s up to the mid-1950s. His matte feldspar glazed

stoneware and crystal glazes earned him an enviable reputation. The piece by Nylund in the Helen Hooker O’Malley Collection

was made by him when he worked for the Nymolle pottery in Copenhagen. After a change of ownership at the Rorstrand pottery

in the mid-1960s, ‘Nylund returned to Nymolle as a freelance designer-maker, producing a more industrial type of stoneware.

At this time he also created a stoneware fountain, the ‘Scanisarius’ in Bromolla, Sweden’. The bold colours used and geometric-

like arrangement of pattern obviously appealed to Helen Hooker O’Malley’s sense of form and associated aesthetic, and it is this

merging of the applied with shape that is the overriding characteristic of her taste in ceramics. 

Apart from Swedish and Danish works in the O’Malley collection, the Nordic country of Finland is well represented by way of the

Arabia ceramic manufactory, first established in Helsinki in 1874. The most innovative aspect of the Arabia manufactory is its

successful merging of mass-production and studio-based design. In other words, individual work by artist-potters ‘employed by

Arabia to complete their own designs, using facilities and materials provided at the Arabia factory’.7 Design development came

under the direction of Kaj Franck from 1945. It is also worth noting that around this time (1944), when Arabia moved into larger

premises, ‘the entire ninth floor was allocated to the art department and to a company museum. This had positive implications

for artists and industrialists alike: the very notion of a museum evoked status and cultural prestige of a kind that was warmly

welcomed by the young factory, and by its artists in particular… the ninth floor evolved into an oasis of free creativity. During the

1950s, the notion of star designers emerged in the aftermath of the great success of Finnish applied arts at major international

exhibitions, particularly the Milan Triennale’.8 Both the Arabia bowl and Arabia platter in the O’Malley collection are likely to date

to this seminal period in Finnish ceramic design, which became the European standard bearer of the successful immersion of

art within the industrial setting.

The Helen Hooker O’Malley collection of ceramics, which now resides at the University of Limerick, is a wonderful testimony to

the personality and taste of its collector, who was cosmopolitan in background as well as in her own artistic output. The fact that

the three continents of America, Asia and Europe are all very finely represented by way of the ceramic art form underlines the

eclectic, yet focused, choice of the owner. To be a successful collector one has to seek, locate, acquire, organise, catalogue,

display, store and maintain the objects or artefacts under one’s care. In that respect Helen Hooker O’Malley was a supreme

collector of various expressions of visual culture. Some are monetarily valuable, others less so, but all are culturally important.

It is for this reason that such a subset as ceramics from her overall collection is worthy of exhibition in its own right and

reappraisal as to context, both chronologically and geographically. It is hoped that this exhibition and catalogue will achieve such

a fitting aspiration and tribute to the fascinating figure who was Helen Hooker O’Malley.  

F. Peter Halas MD FAAP
Chairman, Irish American Cultural Institute

The Irish American Cultural Institute congratulates all those participating in

the celebration of the catalogue publication and the opening of the display

of the ceramic works of the Irish American Cultural Institute’s O’Malley

Collection. We at the IACI are proud and appreciative of our relationship with

the University of Limerick through our mutual understanding of the value of

this collection to Irish culture and education.     

We appreciate the hard work and dedication of the University of Limerick to

caring for the collection while facilitating its educational value to students

and its cultural value to the university community and to the Irish

community, especially with the exhibitions in Mayo. We also express our

appreciation to Cormac O’Malley for his dedication to his parents and their

extraordinary contributions to Irish culture and history.      

On behalf of myself, the board, Carol Buck, director of operations, and our

members, we wish the University of Limerick well with this publication and

opening and we look forward to many collaborative projects celebrating our

shared culture and history.

Details of each piece 

are shown as follows: 

Original Number

UL Reference Number

Artist Name

Description

Country of Origin

Dimensions

Medium

7. Cameron, Elisabeth, p. 19. 

8. Aav, Marianne and Kalha, Harri in Aav, Marianne and Stritzler-Levine, Nina (editors): Finnish Modern Design: Utopian Ideals and Everyday Realities, 1930-1997. Bard Graduate Center in the

Decorative Arts and Yale University Press, 1998, p. 215. 
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My American mother, Helen Hooker, was an artist from an early age. Born and raised in Greenwich, Connecticut, her relatively

conservative parents nevertheless allowed her to attend, for a few years, the Wabanaki School, founded there by the naturalist

Edward Seaton Thompson. The school was based on Native American traditions, including extensive work in the arts and crafts.

Helen was deeply impressed by the ‘Great Spirit’ of the Wabanaki, and remained so for the rest of her life. The name of the school

came from a tribe based in Maine. She was particularly drawn to their craft work, which necessarily involved design. She had

exposure to the creative arts early on, and her favorites were sculpture and drawing. Painting and photography came later, as

did design work for clothes, costumes, gardens, interiors and stage sets. Her interest in ceramics would develop later.

During her secondary school years in New York City, Helen Hooker became successful in tennis and won the US singles and

doubles women’s under-18 tennis championship in 1923. At Miss Chapin’s School in New York she did her best work in her art

courses and, based on her desire to concentrate in sculpture and painting, pursued practical art courses in New York and abroad

rather than attend university, as did all her sisters. She wanted to work at her art rather than merely studying art history without

understanding the creative aspects. Apart from her stays in New York, she spent several years travelling and studying art abroad

in France, Germany and Russia (St Petersburg and Moscow, 1928-9) and dancing in Greece (Athens, 1930-31). During the

Depression years after 1931, she remained in the United States, principally in New York, and pursued her sculpture, painting and

photography along with her other design fields of interest.

It was in New York in 1933 that she met Ernie O’Malley, a former senior commanding officer of the Irish War of Independence

and Civil War, who was writing his autobiographical memoir, On Another Man’s Wound, and was trying, without success, to get

it published there. He was well read in theatre and the arts and had helped found the Dramatic Society at University College

Dublin even though he never completed his medical studies there. Helen always said she was attracted to him in part because

of his appreciation and understanding of the role of the arts and the creative artist. They fell in love and he, having been advised

that he would obtain a military pension from the newly elected Irish government, decided to return to live in Ireland. They got

married in 1935.

In decorating her newly established home in Dublin, my mother drew on the already extensive art materials she had collected

by then, including ceramics that she had acquired during her travels. In the years to come, the O’Malley family bought European

art initially and after 1938 started to buy modern Irish art. They had gotten to know modern artists such as Jack B Yeats, Evie

Hone, Maine Jellett, Louis LeBrocquy, Gerald Dillon, Norah McGuinness and many others, including the White Stag Group.

Though ceramics were not highly visible as a focus of her collection, in photographs of her homes one could always see her

attentiveness to ceramics as part of her decorative features on a mantelpiece, dining room table, sideboard or shelf. In 1938 the

O’Malleys moved to Burrishoole Lodge in Newport, Co. Mayo, which became a permanent home even though they returned to

Dublin in 1944 for a few years for schooling for their children. 

Helen Hooker left Ireland in 1950 when she separated from my father. She returned to the United States and settled in Colorado

Springs, Colorado, where she obtained a divorce in 1952. She did not bring all her art works from Ireland and so once again she

set out to set up a new, more modern, American home and incorporated more contemporary design in architecture and in her

art acquisitions. As it happened, the distinguished Van Biggle pottery and tile studio was in Colorado Springs, and this must have

inspired her, although no evidence has been found of any Van Biggle work in her collection. At this time she was also interested

in Native American culture, dance and creative materials and bought many kachina dolls, baskets, bowls and woven materials.

These were also intended for Ireland but never made it there.  

My mother’s next move was a return in 1958 to her hometown of Greenwich. She bought a house there so that she could

consolidate all her art acquisitions collected over the years and acquire more items with which to decorate the new house.

Although she had had a latent interest in ceramics, this larger home gave her ample opportunity to acquire more ceramic works.

She also started to think about deeding her entire collection to Ireland soon after this time.

Helen Hooker the artist, sculptor and collector never actually worked in ceramics herself but appreciated their many decorative

forms. She eventually put together an interesting international collection of ceramic works that she thought were representative

of good but affordable work and that would be inspirational for young Irish artists who were interested in ceramics. In fact, my

mother’s instincts to buy good but affordable work led her to purchase some Japanese and Chinese ceramics in her visits there

in 1935 on her way to Ireland. Thereafter, ceramic bowls were items of particular interest to her. In her later years she continued

to spend energy on her own art forms, concentrating on sculpture, photography, gardening and poetry, but she looked upon

acquiring art as an art form in itself because she wanted to supplement her eclectic art collection with just the right item. Her

guiding objective in her art efforts was to create or acquire imaginative forms with interesting colours. Her resulting collection

included baskets, bowls, ceramics, paintings, posters, sculptures and even well-made reproductions of interesting originals.

When I asked her why she included reproductions, her answer was simple – a good reproduction can be almost as good as an

original and can certainly convey much of the spirit intended, and an aspiring artist should be inspired even by a reproduction.

Thus her collection includes an excellent German-made reproduction of the celebrated colored head of Nefertiti as well as

copies of art from the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Her ceramic works, however, are all originals.

Ceramics had a special place in my mother’s heart. She would regularly display new acquisitions on her living room tables or

shelves before they got replaced by her next purchase. When it came to choosing which items from her collection to give to

Ireland for the further education of Irish artists in the field of ceramics, she was selective and chose only some, not all, of her

collection. Since she was still living when she made her decision, she was certainly conscious of what would be good for the arts

in Ireland. I remember her talking of her Polish rugs, which were refused entry into Ireland at the time because officially they

were made by ‘communists’. Since she thought they should go to Ireland, she brought them back to the United States and thence

they went to Ireland. Her ceramics collection came from all over the world on her travels and was also brought back to the USA.

Items came from China, Denmark, England, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Korea, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, Taiwan,

the United States and, no doubt, other countries that have not yet been properly identified, and all were also destined for Ireland.

Mother’s driven dream was that her collection would be a forum for the exploration and education of art, and the field of

ceramics was definitely included in that dream. She would be thrilled to know that the University of Limerick has dedicated an

entire exhibition to just some of her carefully selected ceramic works.

Ceramics and Helen Hooker (1905-1993)
Cormac K H O’Malley
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CR14
IACI.2002.312    

Unknown

Large Jar

Pink-white clay, glazed through out

with brown-white. The exterior is

decorated with two symbolic phoenix

type birds with spread wings in a raw

umber slip.(No distinguishing

markings on the base). The exterior

glaze is damaged and missing in three

main places. The interior is slip coated

in a charcoal colour and has peeled

extensively.

38.7 x 38.3 x 38.3 cms

Korea

Ceramic

CR48
IACI.2002.285    

Stig Lindberg

Vase

Off centred, terracotta, white under

glazed throughout, over painted with

seven horizontal bands of olive green

tear drop shapes, over which are

printed seven bands partially covering

the tear drop forms.

(Stamped with company logo and

Sweden, 0.46.138 W) 

26.7 x 17.4 x 17.4 cms

Sweden

Ceramic

10 11



CR60
IACI.2002.259   

Unknown

Flower holder

Cluster of three grenade shaped vases

conjoined at the centres into a triangle

and further connected by two loops

near the base on two sides. Terracotta

slip glazed burnt umber on the lower

half and grey white on the upper

portions.

21.6 x 15.4 x 14.3 cms

United States

Ceramic

CR75
IACI.2002.282  

Tawy

Vase

Grey-white clay under glazed in a

cream-white over which a raw umber

is stencilled leaving a patterned

surface of tiny vertical rectangles in

the under coat.

(Inscribed on base,220 Tawy).

24.7 x 14.1 x 14.1 cms

United States

Pottery

12 13



CR4
IACI.2002.248  

Lang

Bowl

Buff coloured clay, ground dipped in

terracotta slip then painted with a rich

pink-white glaze, leaving eight spiral

patterns exposing the terracotta on

the exterior. Interior glaze crached,

possibly structurally damaged. (Hand

written on base: Lang, Caruiel Valley).

12.8 x 20.2 x 20.2 cms

United States

Pottery

14 15

CR41
IACI.2002.286   

Gnylund Nymolle

Vase

Raw umber coloured clay, over glazed

light cobalt and blue viridian. The

exterior is patterned vertically with

raised wave patterns. The top lip is

flanged out and undecorated. The

interior is glazed similarly to the

exterior.  (Inscribed on base, G.

Nylund, 5076, N Nymolle, Denmark)

28.1 x 13.6 x 13.6 cms

Denmark

Ceramic



CR25
IACI.2002.257   

‘’’R’’’, Atelje

Storage jar

Green-white clay, slip glazed in

terracotta over which a raw umber

glaze has been applied. There are four

concentric circular patterns, lightly

gouged into the exterior of the jar,

revealing the lighter base clay. The

interior is glazed with a green-white

over which is laid a terracotta finish

through the umber coating.  (Inscribed

on base, ‘’’R’’’ Atelje (Hg-c Sweden).

14.9 x 16 x 16 cms

Sweden

Ceramic

16 17

CR46
IACI.2002.231   

H.L. Griskiewitz

Bowl

Unglazed cream coloured clay, The exterior is

decorated in a blue-black slip, with three stylised

cockerels, joined together by the flourishes of their

feathers. The bowl stands on three points. The

interior is decorated with thin bands of a blue-black

slip, going from top to bottom.

(Inscribed on base, H L Griskiewitz  Poland, 1952L).

14 x 22.7 x 22.7 cms

Poland

Pottery



CR108
IACI.2002.255  

Williamsburg

Pitcher

White clay, three quarter covered in a

rich mustard yellow glaze, with

eighteen raw umber dots patterned in

two bands on the exterior. The handle

is loosely formed and has two

horizontal lines above and between

the grip. The interior is undecorated.

(Stamped in blue on base,

Williamsburg Restoration C 4 W X X)

11.4 x 13.8 x 10.7 cms

United States

Pottery

CR6
IACI.2002.244     

Mary Epmontian

Vase

Small vase in brown clay, decorated

with barely visible overlapping sap

green, brown green and deep violet

semi circular slips and glazes.

(Inscribed on base, Mary Epmontian).

9.8 x 9.4 x 9.4 cms

United States

Ceramic

18 19



CR81
IACI.2002.273

Pagai

Jar

Irregularly formed terracotta, exterior

gouged and pinched with broken

vertical lines and impressions, loosely

glazed with a grey-white slip leaving

the tooled depressions exposed.

Interior, lightly covered in a clear

glaze. (Hand written on base, Pagai). 

10 x 11.5 x 11.4 cms

United States

Ceramic

CR35
IACI.2002.229    

Lucie Rie LR

Footed bowl

Slip glazed in raw umber, loosely

formed of centre, thin walls, machine

formed lines around top rim, slip

glazed in ivory white and rubed back

to accentuate lines. Dip glazed interior

leaving irregular air holes, markedly

towards the base.

(LR stamped on relief on base).

10.4 x 18.4 x 18.8 cms

England

Pottery

20 21



CR12
IACI.2002.227   

Vallauris

Small vase, unglazed cream coloured

clay, decorated with seven deeply

gouged vertical lines on the neck,

under which on the shoulder are two

rings of tiny dots. The body is deeply

gouged with nineteen irregular marks.

The piece is loosely marked with a

blue-green slip.

(Incised on base, Vallauris, Made in

France, and inscribed, Tapis vert).

10.3 x 10.4 x 10.4 cms

France

Ceramic

CR32
IACI.2002.241    

Cabat

Vase

Small ceramic vase, (Inscribed on

base, Cabat). Ivory coloured clay

glazed with a dark terracotta slip and

thickly over-glazed turquoise blue and

golden green. The vase is a vertical

egg shape finishing with a tiny

stemmed aperture two millimetres

wide.  

12.2 x 7.9 x 7.9 cms

United States

Ceramic

22 23



CR104
IACI.2002.225 

Unknown

Vase

Exterior partially glazed in seven

vertical lozenge shapes in brown-grey.

Interior glazed in brown-grey.

(Inscribed on base, 90 Denmark). 

7.5 x 6.2 x 6.2 cms

Denmark

Ceramic

CR103
IACI.2002.223  

Triberg

Vase

Small vase, white clay, over glazed in

green-brown and light cobalt blue. The

top is finished in a plate form.

(Inscribed on base, Triberg, G).

7.7 x 7.6 x 7.6 cms

Sweden

Ceramic

24 25



CR78
IACI.2002.233A&B

W

Footed bowl

Dark brown clay, two thirds glazed in a

green-grey slip, on the exterior,

leaving the foot unglazed. Interior

green-grey glazed and patterned with

sixteen hand drawn petal shapes in a

cobalt blue slip. The stems of which

continue and merge in the centre of

bowl. Between the leaves are sixteen

more stems, which finish in blurred

circles around the upper edge.

(Stamped on base, Denmark, and

inscribed W 41).

6.2 x 16.1 x 16.1 cms

Denmark

Ceramic

CR9
IACI.2002.224

Unknown

Bowl

Olive green slip applied on the wheel,

after patterned with wax resist and

dull grey slip. Thinly covered interior

with same dull grey slip. White clay.

9.6 x 10.1 x 10.1 cms

Finland

Ceramic

26 27



CR55
IACI.2002.238  

W W

Plate

Sand coloured stoneware, Exterior

glazed in a brown-grey slip. Interior in

shades of cobalt blue into which five

stylised flower motifs have been

pressed. Plate broken and poorly

repaired. (Inscribed on base WW 5) 

2.7 x 25.9 x 25.9 cms

Ireland

Stoneware  

CR76A&B
IACI.2002.090A&B

Unknown

Dish (pair)

Deep green-blue glaze on the exterior

and upper rim. Interior glazed in white

with a stylised flower pattern in deep

green-blue and yellow-green glazes.

3.6 x 19.2 x 19.2 cms

Japan

Ceramic

28 29



CR49
IACI.2002.277   

Steve

Plate

Cream coloured stoneware, three

quarter glazed on the exterior in

green-grey, pink-white and cobalt

blue, loosely folded over each other.

Interior similarly glazed but the

central area is divided into quarter

circular lines in variants of dark and

light cobalt blue, which emerge from

the centre. (Inscribed on base, Steve

USA). 

3.9 x 30.9 x 30.9 cms

United States

Pottery

CR0
IACI.2002.001

I T

Footed bowl

Dark brown clay, two thirds glazed in a

green-grey slip, on the exterior,

leaving the foot unglazed. Interior

green-grey glazed and patterned with

seventeen hand drawn petal shapes in

a cobalt blue slip.

(Initled on base, I T 40) 

5.7 x 13 x 13 cms

Denmark

Ceramic

30 31



SA18
IACI.2002.075 

Unknown

Equestrian figure

Seated figure on a reined in horse,

hollow cast in white clay. The figure

shows remains of a vermilion and red

earth slip decoration on the clothing.

The figures right hand is missing. The

four legs of the horse have been

broken and crudely repaired.     

33.3 x 12 x 29.1 cms

China

Pottery

CR22
IACI.2002.239

WG

Plate

Heavy white clay, loosely layered in

overlapping glazes of yellow ochre,

deep crimson, viridian green and

Prussian blue.

(Stamped on base, Arabia, Made in

Finland. Inscribed, WG).

4.1 x 32.4 x 32.4 cms

Finland

Ceramic

32 33



CR11
IACI.2002.263       

Unsigned

Vase

United States

7.2 x 8.2 x 8.2 cms

Glass

CR8
IACI.2002.270         

Hella Young

Ovoid vase

United States

7.9 x   9.2 x 9.2  cms

GlassCR1
IACI.2002.313A  

Unknown

Pair of ginger jars, with stand and

wooden cover Porcelain and teak. 

34 35



CR68A&B
IACI.2002.283A  

Unknown

Flower Container (pair) 

United States

14.9 x  14  x 14 cms

Ceramic

37

CR62
IACI.2002.261        

Unknown

Vase

Taiwan

12.4 x  7.2  x  7.2 cms

Glass 

CR59
IACI.2002.274      

Unsigned

Bowl

United States

5.2 x   11.2 x  10.6 cms

Ceramic
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3938

DA32A&B
IACI.2002.300  YD 97     

Unknown

Doves (pair)

Mexico 

9.4 x 17.2 x 6.8 cms

Ceramic

DA9
IACI.2002.116       

Unknown

Owl

Mexico

13.7 x 11 x 7.9 cms

Ceramic

CR81
IACI.2002.273 

Unknown

Vase

United States

10.2 x 9.9 x 9.9 cms

Ceramic

CR69
IACI.2002.268      

Unknown

Vase

United States

12.7 x 13.2 x 13.1 cms

Ceramic



4140

CR51
IACI.2002.237         

Ikaros Pottery

Plate

Greece

1.7 x 28.1 x 28 cms

Ceramic

CR73
IACI.2002.280  

Stengle

Plate

United States

2.4 x  36.2 x 36.2 cms

Ceramic

CR58
IACI.2002.252      

Sherman

Plate

United States

2 x 31.5 x 31.6 cms

Ceramic

CR50
IACI.2002.276      

Kinnell

Dish

United States

17.8 x 16.1 x 16.1 cms

Ceramic



4342

CR77
IACI.2002.089        

Unknown

Covered bowl

Japan

6.9 x 16.1 x 16.1 cms

Ceramic

CR58
‘VR’ Victoria – Unnen **

Obberlahnstein *  

Gin Bottles (pair)

United States

28.9 x 9.3 x 7.8 cms

Ceramic

CR50
IACI.2002.249   

Williamsburg Restoration

Footed Bowl

United States

12.2 x 15.9 x 16 cms

Ceramic



4544

CR84
IACI.2002.236 

Ikaros Pottery

Plate

Greece

2.9 x 28.1 x 28.1 cms

Ceramic

CR105
IACI.2002.288      

Ming

Dish

China

4.3 x 21.2 x 20.9 cms

Ceramic

CR79
IACI.2002.234      

L. H. (Arabia)

Bowl

Finland

4.9 x 20.6 x 20.6 cms

Ceramic

CR82
IACI.2002.260        

Ikaros Pottery

Pitcher

Greece

20.3 x 16.3 x 15.9 cms

Ceramic



S105
IACI.2002.098 

Pierre Boujet

Sculpture Dancing figure

France

32.1 x 23 x 7.5 cms

Terracotta    

47

CR88
IACI.2002.267 YD 73         

Unknown

Flower holder

Japan

25.7 x 11.2 x 11.6 cms

Ceramic
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4948

CR9
IACI.2002.224

Unknown

Bowl

Finland

9.6 x 10.1 x 10.1 cms

Ceramic 

CR10
IACI.2002.256     

Mark

Bottle

United States

12.3 x 8.4 x 8.3 cms

Ceramic

CR2A&B
IACI.2002.311B    

Unknown

Plate (pair)

China

2.1 x 17.9 x 17.9 cms

Ceramic



5150

CR16
IACI.2002.242  

Unknown

Bottle

United States

12.2 x 7.9 x 7.9 cms

Ceramic 

CR18
IACI.2002.262 

F. Z. Original Briggle

Pitcher

United States

6.9 x 6.8 x 6.2 cms

Ceramic

CR13
IACI.2002.266

Unknown

Vase

United States

19 x 12.8 x 12.2 cms

Ceramic

CR82
IACI.2002.228 

Aleduia Viero

Vase

Portugal

11.6 x 10.7 x 10.7 cms

Ceramic



5352

CR40
IACI.2002.254    

Hulse, Marilyn

Jar

United States

16.5 x 13.3 x 13.3 cms

Ceramic

CR29
IACI.2002.243        

Peter Pelletieri

Vase

United States

6.7 x 6.5 x 5.6 cms

Glass

CR23
IACI.2002.251 

Harry Holl

Bowl

United States

17.3 x 33.9 x 32.8 cms

Ceramic        



5554

CR34
IACI.2002.271        

Brookfield Pottery

Bowl

United States

10 x 20.4 x 19.6 cms

Ceramic

CR44
IACI.2002.281       

Unknown

Jar

United States

23.5 x 21.6 x 21.6 cms

Ceramic

CR31
IACI.2002.269         

A Nazler

Bowl

United States

8.3 x 15.3 x 15.3 cms

Ceramic

CR42
IACI.2002.253        

Unknown

Flower holder

United States

17.5 x 19.6 x 9 cms

Ceramic  



57

CR33
IACI.2002.247        

Unknown

Bowl

Norway

7.2 x 23.5 x 23.5 cms

Ceramic

56

CR47
IACI.2002.284         

Amano, Patto

Pitcher

Italy

22.5 x 21 x 17 cms

Ceramic 






